Bill of Fees

at Common at the University of North Carolina for the year 1800

For Breakfast.

A sufficient quantity of good milk, or a pint of good Coffee or Tea, or Chocolate or Tea, together with a warm roll or loaf of wheat or corn from bread, at the option of each student, during each subject in the year, except during the months of April, July, and March, and for three months the wheat bread may be cold but well risen; also a sufficient quantity, not exceeding an ounce of Butter, in place of which meats may at any time be substituted by the permission of the Faculty.

For Dinner.

A dish of Bacon and greens, or Beef and turnips, together with a sufficient quantity of fresh meat or fish, a pudding or tart, and warm bread; and during the months of May, July, and March, it shall be the duty of the Students to furnish on every Monday a sufficient number of Turkey, also potatoes and all other kinds of vegetable food usually grown up in Carolina.

For Supper.

A sufficiency of Milk from the 15th of May to the 15th of September inclusive, and during the remainder